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About This Content

The Bidye Traction Railroad is a short line electric traction model railroad serving several inter-dependent industries.

The industries served by the railroad include:

 Lumber mill

 Furniture factory

 Grain mill

 Commercial bakery

 A paint and solvent factory

 A metal can and container factory

 A coal fired electricity plant

The lumber mill, as an example, produces timber for the furniture works, and crates and pallets for the bakery, the metal can
factory and the paint factory. Some of the metal cans are used by the paint factory. Milled grains are used by the bakery.
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Sessions Include:

 Quick Drive – Choose your own train to drive

 An Explorer

 Easy Street

 Freight Train Arrival

 Steam Shift

 Twas a Dark

 Unstructured Multiplayer
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I absolutely adored this game. The art style is unique and lovely, and the gameplay offers a really awesome puzzle-solving
experience from start to finish. I was captivated the entire time and only wish that the main story was longer. But fret not, for
there is still boatloads of content, especially if you are the type of gamer that loves to explore the environment and look in every
nook and cranny to see what there is to see. There are plenty of things to do and tidbits to figure out that have nothing to do with
the main story itself, so you can definitely keep busy! You have to be the type of person that enjoys learning and "detective
work", though. (I myself filled up like 30 pages of a notebook with information I gathered along the way as it helped me learn
how the in-game coding language worked and whatnot!) Every "ah-hah!" and eureka moment I had whenever I discovered
something new was a really satisfying feeling. :). \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Becomes a bore very quickly. Finally decided to
finish the game. It has some appeal, but it becomes a bore too quickly.

Had the game been bigger, then it might have been worthwhile.. This is a decent Sudoku game. You've got to be careful on
adventure mode, as your tenth incorrect guess means you loe and have to restart. If you try to solve the puzzles quickly, this
means if you press a few wrong keys (say there's a cold day and your fingers lock up a bit), that's it.

There's a number of things to help you, if you need the help. Those powerups could have been improved a lot, especially if
mousing over them told you what they actually did!

I notice some comments about stability, but the game has been very stable for me so I believe any issues were resolved.

Overall I recommend this game.. This is certainly one of the best games I have ever played. I wish there were more games like
this one!. It plays like an old arcade , sounds like one, has the looks of one and most importantly is as fun as one. Higlhy
recommended along with other Locomalito's games!
https://www.locomalito.com. I thought I might give this game a review to help it along. The only reason I knew about it is
because I have actually gone through every single title in my Steam queue. That's right. All 20,702 at the time of this writing. I
feel like this title could use a little more attention.

I absolutely love coin-operated machines of all kinds, and I even have a bulk candy vending machine in my office for the use of
students and visitors that come by. The opportunity of playing a game that simulated some of these games sounded appealing to
me, so I put this on my wishlist. I was delighted when it game out for less than two bucks for early access. Two bucks! I grabbed
it up and have enjoyed it so far. For a game of its price point, it does quite well. You won't find a whole lot of bells and whistles
here, but what you will find is a game that re-creates many of the ticket redemption games found in arcades very faithfully.

At this point in time, there are 5 games, one of which is in testing. There's an electronic stacker game, a ball drop game, one of
those where you push a robotic arm through a slot to claim a prize, a coin pusher, and a foosball table. They all run quite
smoothly, although they are significantly easier than their real-life counterparts. This is NOT a bad thing, as the real-life
counterparts are designed to eat your money, whereas this has no such goal in mind.

Moving forward, the developer intends to add at least three more machines, judging by the blank spaces on the menu, but I hope
there will be more as time goes on. Each machine is unlocked by reaching a certain level of performance (unlocking stars) on
previous machines. This helps to guide you through playing each of the machines, so you wind up getting to experience some
that you may not have picked as your first choide. It also provides you with a reason to play each machine, in the hopes of
unlocking others. The progression is currently linear, though, which means that it may take a while to get to machines you really
want to play when more are added. They might benefit from changing it to allow players to pick what machines they want to
unlock with their earned stars. The stars are not terribly hard to earn, and the game itself is not particularly deep at the moment,
but the quality of simulation makes the $2 or less pricetag very worthwhile. I would definitely recommend this for some simple
fun, especially considering how you can easily spend more than this at an arcade just playing some of these 2-3 times.. Very fun
and relaxing puzzle game to play. No time limit, and makes you focus on your moves. Very refreshing for me to play since I end
up playing alot of First Person Shooters. I would definatly recommend this if your looking for a game to pass time and relax.
9.5/10. Would be perfect if you were able to create puzzles. Overall one of my favorite games.. Ohhh Mindy I wish you were
real... :(
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I can\u2019t believe this game is only $5. Granted the player base is small & I believe there\u2019s only one map as of this
review. But if you\u2019re willing to be patient & can find a decent sized server, this game is a blast! It\u2019s a WW2 FPS
that plays like the usual shooter, with team based PVP matches and recently added single player. It has a class system but you
can also loot buildings and bodies for better gear & supplies. You can then use the supplies to base build for defense or you can
craft vehicles. I think it will take a few updates with added content before it really takes off, but my only hope is the player base
grows. Because this game is awesome and deserves a bigger spotlight. Absolutely worth the $5 in its current state.. Once again
the Galdbeck team dissapoint us with another failed addon. The map itsself is of really poor quality, the roads look cheap the
textures are once again overlapping, splines are overlapping objects are overlapping. Roundabouds are not round. It seems the
makers dont like to make thing round they always have to have a corner on them. No spanish AI traffic, German voices when
getting on the bus even doh we are in spain.

The streets are empty most of the time, route 1 is 40mins long, but 15mins of that route you are stuck at a red light. i have
driven the route 1 and have no desire to drive anymore on this map, if i could get a refund i would!

Wait for London. A brilliant conclusion to a truly wonderful game series.
The second game was quite a hit to start with, although I missed the wonderful accents of the German actors trying to sound as
English as possible. This third installment improved on literally everything. Well, apart from the catastrophic ending! However,
it can be overlooked if you're purely playing because you're a fan of the series. Unfortunately, the ending barely made any sense
because they jumbled every fact they had collected together to make some sort of explanation as to why Mordred is doing these
things. It was unsatisfying, but that is the only negative side to this game.
Not as many puzzles as in its predecessors, which for me is great because they drive me absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing mental, but for
those who are going out of their way to look for them it's a little disappointing; plus they've become a lot easier (or I've just
become smarter, who knows?)
I definitely recommend it, honestly there aren't very many games out there quite like these, unless you want to delve into the
2004 wave of point-and-click and search through mounds of Nancy Drew until you find what you really enjoy.
Give it a go, it's always included in any Steam sale, especially the bundle for all three games which you can get for like 5 bucks
in a sale.
It's worth it.
Trust me.. I have to agree with ZoomTheZoom. It really does run like a beta. The concept is great, but there are bugs. Lots of
bugs. I have been completely unable to log in to play a multiplayer game, and the website that hosts the game evidently does not
exist. That's a big issue, especially since several of the achievements involve playing multiplayer games.

Another wierd bug is the way you can have several games running at once. Okay, not an issue per se. But here's the problem.
Once you beat a campaign or skirmish, there's no credit role, no returning to the title screen. It just stays on the "game over"
screen, and you have to go to the menu from there and select a new game. So now you just have a bunch of games running that
aren't really games, they're just game over screens from the games that you beat. I would love for someone to tell me if there's a
way to change this. Maybe I'm just missing something? It's quite frustrating.

 In terms of gameplay, the game is fun, if not a bit easy. I beat all three campaigns in under six hours. You want a turn based
strategy game that's going to challenge you and take up all of your time? Check out Eador: Masters of the Broken World. I got
about 300 hours into it before my computer broke and I had to start over again on a new machine. But I digress. In terms of
units, Desert Ashes works like a complicated rock, paper, scissors game. Flyers are strong against heavy and naval units, heavies
are best against infantry, and infantry take our flying units. And you have a nice selection of each of these kinds of units with
varying degrees of power. But after the first few battles (which take like 10-30 minutes), you find a set of a few units that works
for you and you can just exploit that for most of the game. The "unique day\/night system" doesn't really do that much, and once
you develop a strategy, you're pretty much good regardless of the day and night. And using terrain to your advantage only
matters in one or two levels, and that's if you choose to worry about all of that. All of this has potential--it just needs to be
beefed up a bit, made a bit more complicated and strategic.

The storyline is... um... well, there is one. But in the third campaign you play as the bad guys, which doesn't make sense. Why
am I taking the role of the people that I was just fighting against and want to kill all the civilians? The storyline makes them
almost sympathetic, but does all these little things to make us dislike them. And SPOILER ALERT: the game just kind of ends.
There's no resolution. The bad guys get the upper hand because that's the last campaign and you play as them, and then... ?
Seriously, five more dialogue boxes could have wrapped it up nicely, but it just ends, leaving you going "okay?"
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I got it on sale for five bucks. Fine. No biggie. That's less than two gallons of gas, and I get much less mileage out of that. I don't
feel gypped, but I do feel underwhelmed. I hope the developers see this, because there is a lot of potential for this game (maybe
the addition of a fourth campaign to finish the story?), but as it is, it needs tweaking.. All CC games suffer the same problem;
Pathfinding! Want to move that squad in the house across the street? They may or may not go when you give them the order and
when they do at least half of them will park out side and get mowed down.
Have a AT gun at the end of a long street? Think it will cover street? Somtimes it will somtime it will not. And then there is the
worst of all. Tanks that do the sit and spin when it cant find a path down a street!

I was hoping this game would fix all that, sadly it did not!

. If you want complete game then don't buy this. This is not even close to complete, yet, and it is also said by the devs in the
game info.

If buggy, unfinished game doesn't bother you and you want to try a survival game with dinosaurs with huge potential to become
to great dino-survival game, then I recommend to buy this.

I have been following this project a year before steam release and I am quite sure that the devs will continuously develope this
game.

There isn't much content at the moment, but it is fun to play and explore already.. I have most of RSSLO's add-ons and was
excited to buy this. I have no personal knowledge of the accuracy of the model, but it seems to be well modeled. The one
problem that I have had is that It is difficult to maintain speed. When I give it power, the power continues to increase, but when
I decrease power, the EMU continues to decelerate. There seems to be no in-between where I can maintain a constant speed.
This happens on flat areas and going up mountains (it continues to accelerate even though the speed should be decreasing). I do
drive more complicated locos from vR. So, I am recommending this add-on, but I hope I can figure out how to maintain speed..
Pff everyone says this♥♥♥♥♥♥s scary af and soo spooky or something but it's all ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. It's just classic 8 bit style
shooter game with colorful ponies lmao I definetly did not get scared, I definetly didn't♥♥♥♥♥♥my pants either, and I
definetly didn't cry like a retard of-♥♥♥♥ing-course.
I think I'm might gonna sleep with my mom tonight. Clever puzzle game with a great atmosphere and very polished.

9\/10
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